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Introduction

Childhood obesity constitutes one of the most serious public health concerns currently since its prevalence is increased rapidly worldwide and triggers raised morbidity and mortality in childhood and adulthood. Plenty of programs have developed to prevent childhood obesity and complications that obesity provokes.

Objectives and hypotheses

The present study is a prospective cohort survey which aim is to find risk factors of young children and their parents’ denial to compliant to the directions of a pediatric endocrinological medical office.

Method

A total of 106 obese Greek children were enrolled in this study. The age of the children ranged from 5 to 14 years.

Family and medical history was obtained and demographic information was collected. Anthropometric measurements were obtained, including height, weight, and waist circumference at two programmed meetings and the scores were compared.

84% of children were consistent to the next appointment and 16% did not showed up. Among them who came, 57% had raised their BMI and 43% had decreased BMI. 81% of children changed their diet customs, among them 53% had raised BMI at the second measurement and 47% had decreased BMI.

From those who had improved BMI 53% had reduced the quantity of consuming food, 63% had reduced consuming junk food and 12% had increased the consumption of fruits and vegetables.

34% of children started or intensified their physical activity, among them 43% had raised BMI at the second measurement and 57% had decreased BMI. 19% of the children changed both their diet customs and physical activity, among them 47% had raised BMI at the second measurement and 53% had decreased BMI.

24% of the children increased sleeping time, among them 40% had raised BMI at the second measurement and 60% had decreased BMI. 50% of the children who started medical treatment with metformin (n=8) stopped receiving it because of the side effects. 43% of boys decreased BMI and 57% increased BMI and 45% of girls decreased BMI and 55% increased BMI.

62% of the children who reside at urban area decreased BMI and 38% increased BMI while 30% of those who live at city decreased BMI and 70% increased BMI.

Conclusions

Low financial incomes and lack of time prevent consistence to the appointments, improving diet and starting a sport activity.

The harder part of compliance is starting physical activity.

Physical activity, reducing quantity of food consumption and junk food are the most effective interventions of decreasing weight. Sufficient time of sleep assists the decrease of BMI.

Urban residence supports the effort of children to lose weight.
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